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INSTRUCTIONS

1) To determine the overall width of your leather, measure the circumference of the loom
at the appropriate location (see above chart).

2) Use pencil to mark the location of the top edge of the leather (the edge closest to the
grip) on the oar loom.-

3) Cut the leather approximately 3A6" to 1,4f'short of the overall width that was determined
in step one. \-./'

4) On a flat surface (protect furniture) punch holes along both edges of leather
approximately 3A6 II from edges, making holes approximately %" apart. Be sure to make
same number of holes on each side. .,". f,! '. - :1;"'-
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on the oar, so that stitching is on the side of the shaft parallel to the blade edge. (On
spoon oars, with the oars laying flat, the stitching should be on the right side on one and
!he left side on the oth!;r.) "'

6) Tie leather on shaft with two pieces of string or straps to hold in position.

7) Using blunt point egg eye leather needles (one on each end of the thread) and a 6'
length of waxed dacron thread, start at the grip eng and work your way down, pulling
edges of leather together (similar to lacing shoes). It helps to wear gloves to protect
hands. When you get to the end, you will have quite a bit of thread left over, so go back
up over each stitch, first one side, then the other, to make stitches double. Tie knot at the
top, underneath leather.

8) Wrap button (a guard often used to help keep oars properly positioned in oarlocks)
around leather, making sure that it lands on the leather, about Yt6" below its top edge
(closest to the grip). Cut a scarf (an angled cut) .on the button, then, make a mating scarf
on the leather. Apply one coat of contact cement to the top edge of the leather along the
scarf joint. Apply two coats to the back and joint edge of the button. When the cement is
tacky, attach the button. For best results, clamp with a hose clamp for ~ hour or more.
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